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DISCLAIMERS: The idler upgrade does one thing and
one thing only, it senses when you strike an arc or put
a load on the auxiliary power. Once It senses the
demand, the solenoid is released, and the engine idles
up from idle to weld speed. THERE IS NO WAY THIS
CAN DAMAGE YOUR MACHINE.
A.

II.

www.billswelderrepair.com

The idle upgrade will not repair mechanical or
electrical defects in the machine. The engine
and electrical sections of the machine must be
in good condition for the idler to work properly.

WARRANTY: All parts in this kit, carry a one (1) year
warranty. Purchaser must contact Bill’s Welder Repair
concerning any, and all defects.
A.

Bill’s Welder Repair will not accept responsibility
or liability for repairs made outside our facility.

B.

Bill’s Welder Repairs liability under this warranty
shall not exceed the cost of correcting the
defective part.

C.

Bill’s Welder Repair will not be liable for
incidental or consequential damages (such as
loss of business) caused by the defect or the
time involved to correct the defect.

DESIGN: The idler upgrade is designed to replace the
vacuum idler control (R-57). This unit is only designed
for the Continental F162/F163 four-cylinder engines.
The old bellows style idler requires internal machine
wiring and should only be performed at a service
center.
PARTS IDENTIFICATION: We have pre-assembled
some of your parts. Here is what is included in the kit.
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A.

One (1) LINM16723AM PC Board with Spacers.
(FIGURE IV-1)

B.

Assembled. One (1) each, LINL5159 Solenoid
Bracket,
LINT13538
Solenoid
Spacer,
LINS14885 Solenoid, LINS13259 Idle Boot,
LINT11424-2 Idle Boot Insert. (FIGURE IV-2)

C.

Assembled. One (1) each, LINS15041 Idle
Control Rod Slide, LIN14918 Idle Control Rod,
KC29-1972 Throttle Lever Assembly, Plunger
and Pin. (FIGURE IV-3)

D.

One (1) LINS14446 Oil Pressure Switch.
(FIGURE IV-1)
One (1) LINS16676-2 Reed Switch and Lead
Assembly. (FIGURE IV-4)

E.

V.
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F.

One (1) RTS571 High/Low Idle Toggle Switch.
(FIGURE IV-1)

G.

One (1) DECAL-TOGGLE Custom Idle Decal.
(FIGURE IV-1)

H.

HARDWARE – Screws, Washers, Nylock Nuts,
Terminals, Heat Shrink.

PARTS NOT INCLUDED IN THE KIT: Items needed
that are not included in the kit.
A.
B.

1/8” Pipe Plug.
16 Gauge Wire (Yellow, Brown, Red and White).

C.

Brass 1/8” Male x 1/8” Female x 1/8” Female
Street Tee.
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D.

Ring and Spade Terminals.

E.

Piggyback Spade Terminals.

F.

Zipties and Electrical Tape.
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VI.

GROUNDING THE MACHINE: The ground of the
battery may need to be changed from positive ground
to negative ground; when the kit is installed on the
machine, the ground must be negative ground. THE
MACHINE WAS ORIGINALLY A POSITIVE
GROUND. THE MACHINE MUST BE CHANGED TO
A NEGATIVE GROUND.

VII.

PREPARING FOR IDLER INSTALLATION
A.

Removing R-57 Parts and Wiring:
1.

Remove the old R-57 Vacuum Idler Box.
(FIGURE VII-1)

2.

Remove the governor control rod off the
bell crank at the carburetor (requires a
3/8” and 7/16” open end wrenches). Put
the nut back on the bolt (so it doesn’t
get lost). (FIGURE VII-2)

3.

Remove yellow wires that attached to the
bottom of the R-57 solenoid from inside
generator housing and from the back
side of output stud. (FIGURE VII-1)

4.

Remove brown and black wires at the
110VDC outlet and discard the wires.
(FIGURE VII-3)
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5.

Remove the vacuum line from the
manifold and insert an 1/8” pipe plug.
(FIGURE VII-2)

6.

Remove the bell cranks from the butterfly
shaft. Take great care, the shaft is brass
and can be easily damaged. (FIGURE
VII-2)

7.

Remove the ¾” strap that is attached to
the top of the selector switch and runs
down to the negative output stud and
discard.

IDLER INSTALLATION
A.

Installing the
Assembly.

Solenoid

Mounting

Bracket

1.

Use the spark wire loom at the front cover
to mount the Solenoid Mounting Bracket
Assembly.

2.

Use both holes at the bottom of the
Bracket Assembly to properly mount it.

3.
4.

Install a ground strap.
Attach the negative battery cable.

!!!!!NOTE!!!!!
On some machine models a hole will need to be drilled and tapped
in the front cover for the 5/16”-18 x 1” bolt for the lower right corner
of the bracket assembly. This bolt not only prevents the bracket
assembly from shifting, it provides a place for the negative battery
to be secured.
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5.

A ½” spacer will need to be used behind
the bottom hole. This hole will be used to
attach a ground strap to the cross
member of the engine.

6.

Once installed, the top of the Solenoid
Mounting Bracket Assembly should be
flush to the engine.

Installing the carburetor control linkage.
1.

Pick up the linkage and insert the plunger
through the solenoid boot into the
solenoid.

2.

Rotate the carburetor shaft to the right to
the stop pin.

3.

Slide the T-lever on the linkage onto the
butterfly shaft (top should be at
approximately the 1 o’clock position) and
tight set screw down onto the shaft.

4.

Reinstall the governor control rod in the
top hole of the T-lever. When properly
adjusted the governor control rod bolt will
slide neatly into the top T-lever hole.
Tighten nut back onto the governor
control rod bolt.

5.

With a nut driver or socket wrench, make
sure both adjustment screws are loose
enough to allow the slide linkage to slide
their length. Do not loosen or tighten the
screw securing T-lever to slide linkage.
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6.

Rotate the carburetor shaft to the left so
the carburetor screw hits the front stop
pin (thus closing the carburetor throttle
plate; the top of the T-lever should be at
approximately the 11 o’clock position.

7.

With the plunger in the solenoid, adjust
the solenoid linkage. Hold the carburetor
lever closed) to the left), adjust the
linkage by sliding the 2-piece slide
linkage apart so the solenoid plunger is
bottomed out into the solenoid. Tighten
the screws on the linkage.

8.

Check linkage for binding by snapping
the governor rod to the left and letting go.
The linkage should snap back smoothly
and quickly.

9.

Read through the attached Lincoln
Electric information pages to fine tune he
high and low idles to specification.

REFER TO THE ATTACHED WIRING SCHEMATIC
FOR THE FOLLOWING STEPS
C.

Installing and Plumbing the Oil Pressure Switch.
1.

The oil pressure needs to be installed in
the side of the block just below the oil
filter where the oil line is attached.

2.

Run a red wire from the 12-volt-out stud
of the alternator to one side of the oil
pressure switch.
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Installing and Mounting the Idle PC Board.
1.

The Idle PC Board can be mounted
anywhere on the machine.
It’s
recommended to mount it either on the
inside of the front panel or outside of the
gas tank support rail. A template is
enclosed with the Idle PC Board.

2.

After drilling the mount holes, clean the
area around the holes to bare, clean
metal. The Idle PC Board idles the
machine down by grounding out at this
location.

3.

The Idle PC Board needs to be mounted
using the provided spacers, installed
between the Idle PC Board and mounting
location.

Installing and Mounting the Idle Toggle Switch.
1.

Drill a ½” hole through the front panel for
the Idle Toggle Switch.

2.

Attach a 16-gauge yellow wire to the top
side of the Idle Toggle Switch. Run this
yellow form the Idle Toggle Switch to the
oil pressure switch opposite side from the
red wire already installed.

3.

Attach a 16-gauge yellow and 16-gauge
brown piggyback style to the bottom side
of the Idle Toggle Switch, opposite the
single yellow wire already installed.
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a.

Run the brown wire to one of the
solenoid wires, it doesn’t matter
which one.

b.

Run the yellow wire to the “Y”
terminal of the Idle PC Board.

Installing and Mounting the Reed Switch.
1.

G.
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The copper straps of the reed switch
mount to the top of the selector and down
to the back side of the negative output
stud. You will need to carefully bend the
copper strap around the side of the
selector switch, it’s recommended to heat
shrink this section when installing.

Completing the Wiring for the Idle Upgrade Kit.
1.

The Idle PC Board has 5 wires to
connect. There are 5 terminals on the
component side of the Idle PC Board; the
wire color is marked at each terminal
(W=White, Line 1=Black, Line 2=Black,
R=Red, Y=Yellow).

2.

Run a white 16-gauge wire from the
W=White terminal of the Idle PC Board to
the remaining wire of the Idle Solenoid.

3.

Run a black 16-gauge wire from the
Line1=Black terminal to the silver screw
of the output receptacle opposite of the
wire running to the rheostat.
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4.

The machine currently has a black wire
and a brown wire coming out of the
generator housing; install ring terminals
on each of these wires.

5.

With a separate piece of Black 16-gauge
wire, connect a ring terminal to one end
and a spade terminal to the other end.
Using a machine screw, connect the ring
terminal end of this black wire to the
black wire and brown wire covered in
Step 4 above.
Connect the spade
terminal of this black wire to Line 2=Black
terminal of the Idle PC Board.

6.

There is a red wire and brown wire
coming off the Reed Switch Assembly;
connect the red wire of the Reed Switch
Assembly to the R=Red terminal of the
Idle PC Board and connect the brown
wire of the Reed Switch Assembly to the
case ground screw behind the control
panel.

!!!!!NOTE!!!!!
The welder must idle at the correct speed for the Idle Upgrade Kit
to work properly. Figure + or – 10% of the correct idle speed for it
to properly function. The faceplate of the welder will indicate the
machine’s idle RPM; this can be checked at the output receptacle
with a meter. At HIGH idle, the welder should meter at 125VDC at
the receptacle.
At LOW idle, the welder should meter at
approximately 90VDC at the receptacle. The LOW idle can be set
as low as 70VDC, if desired. DO NOT set the LOW idle below
70VDC or the machine will “stumble” when switching from LOW
idle to HIGH idle.
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ENGINE ADJUSTMENT – TIMING, CARBURETOR,
GOVERNOR & IDLER
!!!!! IMPORTANT !!!!!

This part of the manual is designed to help a qualified mechanic
to time the engine and adjust the fuel control system.
Inexperienced workmen should not make these adjustments. If in
doubt, have the nearest Lincoln Electric Authorized Field Service
Shop perform the work.

A.

The engine fuel control system consists of three
major parts: the carburetor, the governor and
the idler which must be set for smooth engine
operation and proper engine speed. The basic
operation sequence of the system is as follows:
1.

The idler holds the engine at low idle
speed when no welding or auxiliary
power output is needed.

2.

When the arc is struck or auxiliary output
load (about 100-150 watts minimum) is
turned on, the idler disengages allowing
the governor to accelerate the engine to
full load speed.

3.

When the arc is broken, or the power
load is turned off, the governor keeps the
engine operating at high idle speed for
about 15 seconds. After the fixed time
delay elapses, the idler slows the engine
to low idle speed.
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!!!!! IMPORTANT !!!!!
Be sure the lead connected to the stud on the outside of the
magneto isn’t grounded against the magneto housing. If it is, the
engine will not run.

B.

Engine Timing – Battery Ignition. To time the 4cylinder Continental engine used on Lincoln
welders with a timing light, the specific
information required is as follows:
1.

Time the engine using the #1 cylinder
(Nearest to the fan).

2.

It is important to time the engine at the
high idle speed of 1550 RPM.

3.

Remove the air cleaner to expose the
timing hole located in the flywheel
housing.

4.

The timing mark is a “T” marked with red
paint and is located on the flywheel.

5.

With the engine properly timed, the “T”
should be in the timing hole as shown in
Figure IX-1.

6.

If necessary to advance or retard the
spark, loosen the nut holding the
distributor and rotate the distributor.
When properly timed, retighten the nut.

7.

The distributor gap point is .020.

8.

The engine firing order is 1 – 3 – 4 – 2.
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Idle Jet Adjusting Screw (See Figure IX-2)
1.

On the F-163 engine, a carburetor from
any one of three manufacturers may be
used. These are: 1) “Teledyne”, which
is identified by the word being cast into
the carburetor bowl.
2) “MarvelSchebler”, which is identified by the
name being cast into the carburetor
flange, and 3) “Zenith”, which is cast into
the carburetor bowl but is not visible
since it is on the engine side of the bowl.
NOTE: The “Zenith” carburetor is also
known as “Facet”.

2.

The carburetor adjustments are basically
the same for all three except for the idle
jet adjustment.
One the “MarvelSchebler” and the “Zenith” carburetors,
the idle screw is turned clockwise to
make the mixture richer.
On the
“Teledyne”, the idle screw is turned
counterclockwise to make the mixture
richer.

3.

The purpose of the carburetor idle jet is
to give smooth operation at low idle
speed. To adjust the idle jet, warm the
engine by running at high idle speed for
10 minutes. Put the “Idler Control” switch
in the “Automatic Idle” position. Turn the
idle jet adjusting screw (B) until the
engine begins to falter and roll from
richness. Then turn the adjusting screw
in the opposite direction until the engine
runs smoothly. (This can best be done
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using a tachometer to locate the setting
at which the engine runs at highest
speed).
X.

ENGINE SPEED ADJUSTMENTS

!!!!!CAUTION!!!!!
Before attempting to adjust the speed controls, thoroughly warm
the engine by running at high idle speed for 10 minutes. Adjust
the low idle speed first and the high idle speed second.

RECOMMENDED ENGINE RPM
Low Idle
Full Load
High Idle
1000
1450
1550
A.

Low Idle Speed Adjustment (See Figure IX-2)
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1.

Stop the warmed engine. Loosen the two
screws which hold the two halves of the
idler control rod together, so the two
halves slide freely with respect to each
other.

2.

Start the engine. Set the Idler Control
Switch into the “Automatic Idle” position.

3.

Rotate the carburetor shaft until the idle
speed screw is against the stop pin.
While holding the screw against the stop
pin, adjust the screw for a speed of 1000
RPM to 1050 RPM.

4.

With the idler plunger fully seated, pull
the slotted half of the idler control rod
until the idle speed screw is against the
stop pin and tighten the two screws to fix
the idler control rod at this setting.

5.

Idle speed should be 1000 RPM to 1050
RPM. Readjust if necessary.

High Idle Speed Adjustment (See Figure IX-3)
1.

With the warmed engine running, set the
Idler Control Switch to the “High Idle”
position.

2.

Loosen the lock nut and turn the speed
control screw clockwise to increase the
high idle speed or counterclockwise to
decrease the high idle speed.
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Tighten the lock nut.
!!!!!NOTE!!!!!

As the engine wears, it begins to lose power and the load
speed may drop below normal.
!!!!!CAUTION!!!!!
DO NOT adjust the speed control screw to raise the full load
speed because this will also increase the high idle speed above
normal. Excessive high idle speed increases the exciter output
voltage which can damage the exciter circuit. To regain full
rated output, overhaul the engine.

XI.

GOVERNOR ADJUSTMENTS

A.

General Instructions
1.

The governor is set and locked at the
factory for proper performance under
actual welding conditions. Poor engine
performance, including surging, can be
caused by bad spark plugs, misadjusted
carburetor, dirty air filter or many other
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troubles. Therefore, make the following
checks before touching the governor
adjustments.

2.

B.

a.

Check
the
Troubleshooting
Section
in
the
engine
manufacturer’s operating manual.
Tune the engine if needed.

b.

Check the timing, idle jet and
engine speed adjustments per
previous instructions from this
manual.

c.

Be sure the lock nuts on the
control rod and the governor and
carburetor adjustment screws are
tight.

d.

Be sure the toggles, the throttle
shaft and all the other parts of the
governor and carburetor control
systems are oiled and work
smoothly without binding.

If these checks indicate the governor
adjustments have slipped, adjust the
governor according to the following
instructions.

Control Rod (See Figure IX-2)
1.

The carburetor to governor control rod is
set at the factory and should not need
field adjusting. With the engine stopped,
the stop on the idle speed screw lever
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must be 1/32” to 1/16” off the stop pin in
the carburetor casting. If this setting is
wrong, readjust as follows:

C.

a.

Remove the toggle from the
throttle shaft lever.

b.

Loosen the lock nut.

c.

Screw the toggle off or onto the
rod to obtain the proper length.

d.

Once set, DO NOT attempt to
remove engine surge by adjusting
the control rod length.

Sensitivity Adjustment
1.

The governor sensitivity adjustment has
two purposes: 1) To control speed
fluctuations (surge) at idle and load
speeds, and 2) To control speed drop
from high idle to load speed.

!!!!!NOTE!!!!!
Never use the sensitivity adjustment to eliminate surge that is
present at load speed but not at high idle speed or low idle speed.
This type of surge is almost never caused by governor
misadjustment.

2.

Changing the sensitivity adjustment in
one direction reduces surge but
increases the speed drop. Changing it in
the other direction reduces the speed
drop but increases the surge. Changing
the sensitivity adjustment affects the idle
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speed. Therefore, always readjust the
speed adjustment screw after changing
the sensitivity adjustment.
3.

Normally the engine surges three time
when changing speeds. If it surges more
often, the number of surges can usually
be reduced by adjusting the sensitivity
adjustment in the direction for less
surging. This adjustment should only be
made if the excess number of surges is
objectional.

4.

The normal drop from high idle to load
speed is 100 RPM + 25 RPM. The speed
drop is usually increased too much when
surge is eliminated. If the speed drop is
too great, change the sensitivity
adjustment in the direction opposite to
that used to eliminate surge until the drop
falls within the limits. If the speed drop is
less than the limit there is no harm done
so long as the engine does not surge.

5.

When the engine surges, the generator
output varies. This can be detrimental to
arc characteristics. If the speed drop is
excessive, the load speed is low, and the
generator output is reduced. In adjusting
the governor on a worn engine, you must
balance the importance of eliminating
surge with the need for full rated
generator output. If you cannot obtain
the proper adjustment, engine repair may
be necessary.
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6.

To eliminate excess engine surge, put
the Idle Control Switch into the “High Idle”
position.
Adjust the sensitivity
adjustment just far enough to eliminate
all the surge per the following
instructions. Always readjust the speed
adjustment screw after eliminating surge.

7.

Refer to Figure (Figure IX-3). The surge
screw is the sensitivity adjustment on the
Pierce governor.
To change this
adjustment, loosen one lock nut and
tighten the other. This changes the
position of the surge screw. Moving the
screw down or to the right, reduces surge
but increases speed drop. Moving the
screw up or to the left, increases surge
but reduces the speed drop.

AUTOMATIC IDLER OPERATION
A.

The idler consists of a solenoid, an electronic
control circuit and the “Idler Control” toggle
switch on the control panel. The solenoid is
connected to the carburetor throttle.

B.

With the “Idle Control” switch in the “High Idle”
position, the idler is off, and the engine runs at
the high speed controlled by the governor.

C.

With the “Idle Control” switch in the “Automatic
Idle” position, the idle operates as follows:
1.

When operating at low idle speed, the
solenoid holds the throttle in the slow
speed position.
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2.

When an arc is struck or power load
(approximately 100-150 watts minimum)
is turned on, the electronic circuit senses
the power load and releases the
solenoid.

3.

The governor then pulls the throttle to the
full speed position.

4.

When the welding or power load is
released, the fixed time delay built into
the idle circuit starts.

5.

After the time delay lapses, the solenoid
coil is energized, pulling the throttle to the
slow speed position.

!!!!!CAUTION!!!!!
The auxiliary power receptacle has a 15-amp maximum rating.
This current goes through the coil on the idler printed circuit
board. The coil has good reserve current carrying capacity, but
excessive loading of the power receptacle can damage the coil.
DO NOT exceed the 15-amp rating of the auxiliary power
receptacle.
Machines built prior to Code 7789 have a 9-amp maximum rating.

XIII.

IDLER MAINTENANCE
A.

The solenoid plunger must work freely; binding
can cause engine surging. If surging occurs, be
sure the plunger is properly lined up with the
carburetor lever. Dust the plunger once a year
with graphite powder.
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B.

When any service is done, reassemble the
rubber bellows on the solenoid plunger with the
vent hole on the lower side.

C.

Proper operation of the idler requires good
grounding of the printed circuit board through its
mounting, reed switch and battery.

D.

If necessary, the welder can be used without
automatic idling by setting the “Idle Control”
switch to the “High Idle” position.

!!!!!CAUTION!!!!!
Before doing electrical work on the idler printed circuit board,
disconnect the battery. When installing a new battery or using a
jumper battery to start the engine, be sure the battery polarity is
connected properly. The correct polarity is negative ground.
Damage to the engine alternator and the printed circuit board can
result from an incorrect connection.
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PERFORMANCE

TROUBLESHOOTING

CAUSES
A. Carburetor may
be set too lean.

SOLUTIONS
A. Adjust the
carburetor per
attached
instructions.
A. See troubleshooting
in engine
manufacturer’s
operating manual.

A. Poor engine
operation.

Engine Surging.

Low Output.
Large Decrease In
Speed When The
Arc Is Struck.
Engine Stall When
Throttle Is
Snapped Open.

405-232-4799

B. Spark plugs may
be bad.

B. Check & replace if
necessary.

C. Air filter may be
dirty.

C. Check & replace if
necessary.

D. Control rod length
may be wrong.

D. Check & adjust per
instructions in this
manual.

E. Governor may be
improperly
adjusted.

E. Adjust the governor
per instructions in
this manual.

F. Idler solenoid may
be binding.

F. Align, clean &
lubricate with
graphite powder.
A. Adjust the governor
for the proper high
idle speed per
instructions in this
manual.
A. Adjust the governor
per instructions in
this manual.
A. Warm up the engine.

A. High idle speed
may be too low.

A. Governor may be
improperly
adjusted.
A. Engine may not
be warmed up.
B. May have too lean
fuel mixture.

2000 S.W. 15th Street, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73108

B. Check & adjust the
carburetor.
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ELECTRONIC IDLER TROUBLESHOOTING GUIDE
A.

Engine Will Not Return To
Idle
In Approximately 15 Seconds
Set Idler Control
Switch
To The Auto
Position
Check If Oil Pressure Light Is
On
& Alternator Is Charging

Light
OFF

Light ON

If Oil Light Is OK,
Replace Oil Pressure
Switch

Check Continuity Of
Idler Control Switch

Continuity Good
1. Reed Switch In Weld
Circuit May Be Stuck
Closed.

Open
Replace Switch

2. Check Continuity Of Idler
Solenoid Coil (25 ohms)
3. Replace P.C. Board

2000 S.W. 15th Street, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73108
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Engine Will Not Pick Up Speed
When:

The Arc Is
Struck

The Auxiliary
Power
Load Is Turned
On

Reed Switch In Weld
Circuit
Defective Will Not Close

Power Load Too
Small
Try Load Above 150
Watts

To Check, Short The Red Lead
On P.C. Board To Welder
Frame

Engine Picks
Up Speed
When Arc Is
Struck

Engine Does Not
Pick Up Speed
When Arc Is
Struck

Replace Reed
Switch In Weld
Circuit

Replace P.C.
Board

Engine Does Not Pick Up
Speed

2000 S.W. 15th Street, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73108

Replace P.C.
Board
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Figure IX-2

Figure IX-3
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WIRING SCHEMATIC
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WIRING SCHEMATIC continued
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